MINUTES of the 4th meeting of the Executive Committee, 94th SRC, held on 23rd March 2022 via Zoom.

PRESENT: Lauren Lancaster (Chair), Mikaela Pappou*, Emily Story*, Alana Ramshaw^, Grace Lagan^, Daniel Bowron,
Yunshu Chen.
Apologies: Tiger Perkins
Absent: Celestia Wang, Nicole Yang.
Minutes: Julia Robins
In attendance: Amanda LeMay
Meeting Opened: 12:37pm
*^Joint position holders, counted together towards quorum.
1.
Acknowledgement of Country
The University of Sydney Students Representative Council acknowledges the traditional owners of this land, the
Gadigal people of the Eora nation. We pay our respects to the Elders both past and present of the Eora nation and
extend that respect to other Aboriginal people present.
Spoke about ongoing issues,
2.
Apologies
Apologies were received from Tiger Perkins
The apologies were accepted.
3.
Minutes
Minutes of the meeting of the Executive held on the 21st January and 8th February 2022 were distributed.
Motion: that the minutes of the 21st January and 8th February 2022 be accepted.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Grace Lagan
The motion was put and CARRIED.
4.

Business arising from the minutes
Alteration to text of January 21st minutes to:
“Lauren Lancaster agreed and added that in future things should not be purchased without prior approval to
prevent situations like this and that the t-shirts that had not yet been purchased should not be approved
until further information was provided.”

Motion: that the minutes of the 21st January and 8th February 2022 and the be accepted.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster

Seconded: Alana Ramshaw
The motion was put and CARRIED.
5.
Workplace Health and Safety Report
There was no report from the WHS Officer
6.

Correspondence

Lauren Lancaster resigned the chair to Alana Ramshaw
7.

Report of the President

1) Website development - see attached quote and brief report from UKMSL
a) Thinking mainly about election capabilities and how we move away from Big Pulse - need to
double check the Uni has not extended some sort of partnership with them that applies to
us.
b) 12 week roll out - that’s 3 months, would be good to have done to launch by semester 2 so
we have to commit ASAP.
c) They are willing to do a call and run thru how they run elections on the platform in more
detail
2) EO call out - open now, anticipating familiar applicants
3) Constitution
a) Largely contained in Honi reports, but we want to have the draft done early April. I need more
help with this.
4) Acquittal
a) Doing this by end of the week, nothing controversial
5) NSSS
a) Had an unedifying call with NUS on Monday - USYD needs to take the lead on the radical
position on this front. We will leave largely to Wo.Co but I was disheartened by their
respectability politics and largely stop-gap concern with framing/recommendations. We
know what the report will say, we know the institutions will not respond effectively, it is time
to take a hard-line, public approach to naming and shaming historic failures of colleges and
university systems.
Discussion:
Lauren Lancaster spoke to her report going into greater detail on the MSL website proposal, going
through the report provided by MSL in detail. Lauren also covered the other main points of the
report.
Grace Lagan asked about elections modules from MSL and the differences between them.
Lauren Lancaster responded saying she didn’t and didn’t want to assume but there would be
another meeting with MSL soon which would be talking about the elections, what they can offer
and what we need. I’ll take any questions to that and report back. Please attend if you can and
would like.
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Emily Story asked about content migration and what that would entail, asking if it was just going to
be moving over the information we currently have to the new site?
Lauren Lancaster confirmed that it was, but that it may be a little more complicated than we
thought, but we will talk about that later.
Alana Ramshaw asked if anyone had reached out to other student organisations about their
experience working with MSL
Lauren Lancaster noted that she had not yet, but I will do that.
Motion: That the report of the President be accepted.
Moved: Alana Ramshaw
Seconded: Grace Lagan
The motion was put and CARRIED.
Lauren Lancaster resumed the chair.
8.

Report of the Vice Presidents
Emily Story:
- FoodHub trying to get that back online hearing back from the USU has been a challenge but we’re
getting there
o Julia said she can help with FoodHub when needed
- Faculty Presidents meetings and letting them know about the SRC it’s services and building
connection with them, as well as working with the collectives and other societies and building
networks
- E-Tools committee meetings have been going well and it’s a great committee to go to
- CAPS and special consideration
- Chasing up OBs about Honi reports
Discussion:
Lauren Lancaster remembered to mention manic (?) review meeting, last week and get to the faculty
consultative meetings and they want to speak to the Exec on the 10 year vision that students want.
Lauren Lancaster asked if there was anything at the E-Tools meeting about the hacking of Okta. And added
there was funding received in SSAF for a casework survey and that will help us get a good collection of data.
Similar to ones we’ve done in the past so will be good to have more data to use to fight the University on
issues.

Motion: that the report of the Vice Presidents be accepted.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Alana Ramshaw
The motion was put and CARRIED.
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9.

Report of the General Secretaries

Welcome Week Party
Our Welcome to Uni party on Friday Week 3 was a big success despite the rain, and we’d like to
thank all of the collective convenors and execs who showed up. We’ve largely received positive
feedback and will be submitting our report to the Student Life team in the next fortnight.
Related Funding Request
We’d like to request a $100 donation to Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, to fulfill the fundraiser
component of the event. This funding would not come out of any budget: it is donations we
received at the party. The funds are stored at the SRC office, and any additional bank transfers (for
people who electronically donated money) will be deposited by Alana and Grace.
Constitution
We’ve also been undertaking a close reading and full-scale rewrite of the SRC constitution and
regulations. We’ve been working on this in conjunction with the President, Chair of the Standing
Legal Committee, and various other OBs.
Activism
The release of both national and campus-specific National Student Safety Survey (NSSS) results
today will confirm the magnitude of the SASH crisis at USyd. Following the release of the report we
will be working closely with the Women’s Officers in their response campaign
Secondly, the School Strike 4 Climate is on this Friday: we implore you to come along to the student
contingent, meeting outside Fisher at 10:15, and keep the pressure on politicians to deliver
meaningful climate action if they want to win student votes this election.
Discussion:
Grace Lagan spoke to the report noting that the $100 donation was already fundraised and does
not need to come out of a budget. She also spoke about issues with NUS and not knowing what
they stood for with regards to the NSSS, but happy they were at least vaguely taking on Women’s
Collective position.
Alana Ramshaw spoke to the meeting about the report and echoed Grave comments on the NUS,
and trying to find a way to action things.
Lauren Lancaster mentioned she had a meeting with one of the Queer Officers yesterday and there
has been an issues for students in getting their dead name changed across all university materials
and that there need to be a push to fix this. Lauren Lancaster also agreed with the comments on
NUS not taking a substantive opinion on the report.
Motion: that the report of the General Secretaries be accepted.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Daniel Bowron
The motion was put and CARRIED.
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10.

Report of the Administration Manager
Chitra Narayanan submitted a written report.
•
•
•
•

Some of the offices have really bad mould again, possibly due to the recent rains. Work request for
cleaning was submitted early last week and it's still pending.
Air purifiers will be delivered by 2nd April so I will leave them in each office, this should help with the
mould too.
The admin team will in the next few weeks organise a clean-up of the OBs and general office. We will
coordinate with the OBs to ensure that only waste is thrown and the space is more usable.
New computers for the OB office have been ordered, there is a bit of a delay in shipping (as with most
things these days). As soon as they are delivered I will install them.
Cheers,
Chitra Narayanan

Motion: that the report of the Administration Manager be accepted.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Alana Ramsaw
The motion was put and CARRIED.
Motion to move the meeting in camera
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Grace Lagan
Meeting moved in camera at 1:24pm
Meeting moved ex camera at 1:30pm

10.

Approval of Payments
10.1.

Invoices

Womens Officers:

$2024

200 Shirts for nurses strikes

Motion: that the invoices be approved.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Alana Ramshaw
The motion was put and CARRIED.
14.

Any Other Reports
14.1.

Report of the Publications Managers

Both Publications Managers will be away for the two weeks during the school holidays in April. In
the second week of the holidays this will fall during Honi production and will result in shuffling
some essential tasks that will require some additional hours to be covered. I will need to cover an
extra day for the day Honi is sent to print when Mickie is away.
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I’d also like to come into Exec to discuss sustainable leave provisions for our role.
Request from Mickie Quick:
An artist friend of mine, Deborah Kelly (who has been doing great lefty political art for decades) is trying to
find a home for a giant 4x3m vinyl artwork she had on display on the exterior of Melbourne Uni. It's a
pastiche of historical images from Judy's Punch, the UoW feminist publication, and includes a woman with a
shirt that says NO FEES, NO WAY. It's also very bright, colourful and wonderful.
I think the exterior of the SRC needs serious help from it's drab presentation especially as we look to return
to public facing services mid year. The artwork won't cost the SRC anything (I'll cover the champagne
Deborah is looking to trade it for), and I think Uni services could even do the installation, or it would be a
low cost to outsource install for the improvement it would make to the SRC.

Discussion:
Amanda LeMay spoke to her report mentioned the Honi writing competition would be in early semester 2 and also
that the elections process has begun. Added that she has been contacted about a request to use Honi as an example
in some education materials and asked to exec if they would approve that. Amanda concluded asking about the new
website design and where that was at.
Lauren Lancaster said that she would pass on the reports from the web designers to the publications managers to
look through ahead of the next meeting,
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Amanda LeMay spoke about the issues around dealing with leave and the role of the publications, and wanting to
manage long term calendar reconstruction for the whole organisation to make things more streamlined, as there is a
glut of training and handover and it’s not enough to get things together each year especially when people need to go
on leave.
Lauren Lancaster noted that it was regrettable that the extra hours weren’t approved in SSAF, adding that we have
scope to ask for it again so hopefully that could happen, but the overlap time has been discussed and it should be ok.
Amanda LeMay noted there will be a build-up of work if there are two weeks with no one covering it which will make
things difficult to get done.
Motion to move the meeting in camera
Moved: from the Chair
Meeting moved in camera at 1:53pm
Meeting moved ex camera at 2:05pm
Motion: that the report of the Publications Managers be accepted, and that the publications managers investigate the
cost of the cost of the instillation.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Alana Ramshaw
The motion was put and CARRIED
15.

Other Business
15.1

Staff Leave

Lemay Amanda

147

25

01/01/23 - 28/02/23

LSL

Lauren Lancaster noted that this was over January and February and may be during Welcome Week.
Motion: that the staff leave be approved.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Alana Ramshaw
The motion was put and CARRIED.
1.1

Motion from Council

Funding for Adelaide University SRC
As per the motion which passed at the last council meeting, we have committed to sending up to $1500 to
the Adelaide University SRC because of their struggle with the bureaucracy there. However there was no
division of from where the funds would come. I propose a revised donation of $1000, to be split accordingly:
Education: $500
Welfare: $150
Social Justice: $250
Global Solidarity: $100
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The above funding has been agreed upon by all the office bearers in said departments.
Motion to accept pending confirmation from all involved departments.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Daniel Bowron
1.2

Swipe Access

Iggy Boyde:

Collective member

Motion: that the swipe access is not approved.
Moved: Lauren Lancaster
Seconded: Daniel Bowron
The motion was put and CARRIED.

The meeting was declared closed at 2:11pm
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